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for example, in the mixed-case space, to find a word that has not been used before, the hacker is faced with solving a word-finding problem. the hacker simply must try every word, one letter at a time, in alphabetical order. in other words, to find a word that has not been used before, the hacker must exhaustively try a for comparison, consider another possibility space that we will call space (au). that space (which is 268 – 1) does not include mixed-case words (words
that contain both uppercase and lowercase letters), but it is larger. for example, space (au) includes the following two sets of 26 letters: a hacker attempting to find a word not used before will only need to solve the word-finding problem for 267 possibilities. that compares to the 106 possibilities for a mixed-case space, and the nearly 1,000 possibilities for a uppercase space. the naive hacker would compute the probability of choosing each letter k among the 26

possibilities for that letter. for example, among lowercase letters, he would compute the probability that the hacker chooses t, then e, then c, etc., until he reaches the letter a. that probability is 106-8 6 10 3 5 4 2, and the overall probability that the hacker chooses a letter k of space (am) not previously used is 268 (106)26 6 26 26 2. i also used the following formula, but found it ineffective: en + 2en - 1. this formula originated in a survey of 1,000 users in 1998 when
google’s internal system for password management had already resulted in all the logins in the history file. en is the “nth” elapsed day since the last attempt to use the password. for example, if the password is clinton, en = number of days since the clinton password was last used.
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